Abstract: Beamforming with a microphone-array is an ideal candidate for distant-talking speech recognition. An adaptive beamformer can achieve beamforming with a small microphone-array, but it had difficulty extracting distant-moving speech and reducing moving noises, because it must rapidly train long multiple-channel adaptive filters by using observed noises with a microphone-array. However, if positions of both talkers and noises can be estimated, adaptive filters may not need to be trained in real noisy environments. Therefore, we propose a multiple-nulls-steering beamformer based on both talker and noise localization that does not require adaptive training with observed noises. Finally, we confirmed the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method through computer simulations and evaluation experiments in real noisy environments.
INTRODUCTION
Teleconference systems and control systems with speech require a hands-free speech interface. There are two main types of conventional hands-free speech interfaces. One has a wearable microphone, such as a headset. The wearable microphone is able to observe clean speech at high-signal-to-noise ratio (high-SNR) in noisy environments. However, the wearable microphone forces users to bear the inconvenience of wearing it. On the other hand, an interface with a remote microphone is proposed as another hands-free speech interface. The remote microphone does not make users conscious of it. However, the remote microphone has a problem in that reverberations and ambient noises degrade recorded speech. To overcome this problem, the high-SNR technology using a microphonearray is focused on.
Beamforming with a microphone-array controls directivity by using the designed steering filters and can extract a clean speech from distant-talking speech. Delay-and-sum array [1] and adaptive array [2] [3] [4] [5] have been proposed as typical beamformers. A delay-and-sum array can form a directivity to desired sound sources without adaptive training, but a large microphone-array with many transducers is required in order to achieve beamforming with a high directivity. Meanwhile, an adaptive array can form nulls to noise sound sources by using a small microphonearray, but this method has difficulty adapting to the motion of observation points, talkers, and noises. This is because an adaptive array requires adaptive training to a multichannel steering filter for null beamforming [2] . Also, a subtractive array without adaptive training has been proposed, but this method cannot perform sufficiently in real environments because it forms a narrow null [4] .
On the other hand, a cross spectral phase analysis (CSP) method [6] and an acoustic distance measurement (ADM) method based on interference [7, 8] have been proposed as talker localization technology. The CSP method estimates the direction of arrival (DOA) of a sound source by using time delay between a sound source and a microphone-array. Therefore, the CSP method can localize the talker by localizing the sound source to talker speech, but this method has difficulty determining whether a sound source is talker speech or noise. Also, the CSP method cannot estimate a talker position in non-speech segments. The ADM method searches for an object in a short range by transmitting and receiving a sound from transducers just like an active radar. Therefore, the ADM method can localize a talker by localizing an object to talkers, but talker speech becomes noise in this method. By combining the CSP method and the ADM method, both talkers and noises can be localized with high accuracy.
When both talker and noise DOAs can be estimated with high accuracy, it is not necessary to perform adaptive training to environmental noises because we can control desired directions and null directions by using results of DOA estimation. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a multiple-nulls-steering beamformer based on both talker and noise DOA estimation. In the proposed method, talker and noise DOA are estimated by combining the CSP and the ADM methods. In addition, nulls-steering filters are pre-designed by Griffith-Jim array [2] with estimated talker and noise DOA. The proposed method reduces noise by minimizing output power from multiple-nulls-steering filters. However, in minimizing output power without constraint, an output signal has a large distortion, because output signal includes speech and noise. Thus, the proposed method minimizes output power with constraint on the basis of average speech spectrum [5] . Finally, we confirm the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method through computer simulations and evaluation experiments in real environments.
CONVENTIONAL GRIFFITH-JIM ARRAY [2]
Griffith-Jim array is an adaptive array with the following constraint conditions:
where Fð!Þ is frequency characteristics between a desired sound source and an array output. This constraint condition shows that a distortion of desired signal is not tolerated. Griffith-Jim array requires a talker DOA and environmental noises in order to perform adaptive training. This is because this method minimizes noise power of array output under the condition that an input signal from a talker DOA is kept in a distortion-free condition. However, the error between an environment of adaptive training and an environment of beamforming arises as a distortion of array output. In addition, this method has difficulty adapting to the motion of observation points, talkers, and noises because it requires real-time design of multi-channel adaptive filters.
PROPOSED METHOD
A conventional adaptive array was able to perform well even in the case of a small microphone-array but had difficulty adapting to the motion of observation points, talkers, and noises. In this paper, therefore, we propose a multiple-nulls-steering beamformer, which is robust to the motion of observation points, talkers, and noises, based on both talkers and noises DOA estimation. In this section, we describe the algorithm of the proposed method. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the proposed method.
As shown in Fig. 1 , in the first step of the proposed method, spatial information of real environments is obtained. DOA estimation is achieved by a CSP method, and the talker is localized by both CSP and ADM methods. By combining the CSP and ADM methods, we can determine whether the estimated DOAs are talker speech or noise. DOA is estimated and the talker is localized frame by frame. These processing are shown in Fig. 1 as ''Estimate DOA with CSP method'' and ''Localize talker with ADM method.' ' From results of the estimated DOAs at each frame, the proposed method detects whether environmental conditions vary or not. If environmental conditions are varying or initializing, then multiple-null-steering-filters are designed by computer simulation on the basis of both talker and noise DOAs and those mobility predictions. Also, computer simulation for the multiple-null-steering-filters are performed on the basis of an algorithm of a Griffith-Jim array. The design method for the multiple-null-steeringfilters is described in Sect. 3.1. These processes are shown in Fig. 1 as ''Detect an environmental condition'' and ''Design multiple-null-steering-filters.''
The proposed method requires calibration to be performed to measure the system because it utilizes multiple-nulls-steering filters pre-designed by computer simulation. Thus, variation between each microphone of a microphone-array is calibrated as follows: 
where ! [Hz] is frequency,Ŝ S i ð!Þ is i-th channel spectrum of observed signal after calibration (i ¼ 1; . . . ; M), S i ð!Þ is i-th channel spectrum of observed signal before calibration, and g i is i-th channel gain calculated from direct wave of impulse response. This processes is shown in Fig. 1 as ''Calibrate observed signals.'' The direct wave of impulse response is calculated with the maximum peak detection. By applying pre-designed multiple-nulls-steering filters to calibrated array signals, the multiple output signals are obtained as follows:
where Y j ð!Þ is an output signal from j-th nulls-steering filter ( j ¼ 1; . . . ; N), and H ij ð!Þ is i-th channel filter in j-th nulls-steering filter. To select suitable nulls-steering filter, the proposed method selects minimum output signal from N output signals. However, in minimizing output power without constraint, an output signal has a large distortion, because output signal includes speech and noise. Thus, the proposed method has an algorithm for minimizing output power with constraint on the basis of average speech spectrum. Thus, the proposed method minimizes output power with the weight function on the basis of average speech spectrum [5] as follows:
where Wð!Þ is weight function based on average speech spectrum. The design method of weight function is described in Sect. 3.2. The proposed method is performed by frame processing. Thus, the computational cost of the proposed method seems very expensive because DOA is estimated and the talker is localized at each frame. However, this computational cost is not expensive because CSP and ADM methods can be achieved by a computational cost double that of Fourier transform. Also, the conventional beamformer also requires both DOA estimation and talker localization. In addition, multiple-nulls-steering filters can be applied with low computational cost because the observed array signals are transformed into frequency domain.
Design of Nulls-Steering Filters
In this section, we describe the design method for nullssteering filters. In the proposed method, the nulls-steering filters are designed by the algorithm of Griffith-Jim array. Griffith-Jim array requires the desired DOA and the environmental noise that is not including a desired speech in order to design nulls-steering filters. The desired DOA is estimated by CSP and ADM methods. Also, the environmental noise Nð!Þ is created by using the noise DOA, which is estimated by CSP method, as follows:
where Nð!Þ is the environmental noise, (5) shows that the omni-directional ambient noise does not exist in the range between s À and s þ degrees.
In the case of multiple talkers, the nulls-steering filters can be designed by changing s in Eq. (5) as the desired DOA of each talker. To simulate all noisy environments, the proposed method requires a large computational cost. However, assuming that a number of the simultaneously arriving noises at each frame is one or few, we can narrow down the noisy environments to design nulls-steering filters. Also, we can design multiple nulls-steering filters by using fast servers in advance. In addition, by sending and receiving data online, we can design nulls-steering filters by using external servers because nulls-steering filters have small data size.
However, the proposed method requires larger memory than the conventional method. The proposed method requires 1-MByte memory under the conditions in which the number of speech sources is 1, the number of noises is 1, the desired DOA moves from 0 to 90 degrees, the noise DOA moves from 90 to 180 degrees, step size of angles is 5 degrees, the number of microphones is 4 channels, the filter length is 100 tap, and the float is 8 Bytes.
Design of Weight Function
An average speech spectrum and a weight function are calculated by using a speech database with manual labeling as follows:
where L is amount of speech (words), N l is number of l-th speech frames, SP l ð!; nÞ is spectrum of speech signal, ASPð!Þ is average speech spectrum, Wð!Þ is weight function, and g a is a gain adjustment parameter. A gain adjustment parameter g a adjusts an average speech spectrum to a specified range on a log-spectrum. An average speech spectrum is normalized by this adjustment.
In this paper, we calculated the average speech spectrum and weight function by using JNAS database [9] with manual phoneme labeling. Figures 2 and 3 show an average speech spectrum and weight function, respectively. The average speech spectrum and weight function are calculated under the conditions shown in Table 1 . Also, a gain adjustment parameter was adaptively calculated to adjust difference between maximum and minimum spectrum into 20 dB. The weight function can reduce a distortion of the output desired speech.
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
To confirm the validity of proposed method, we performed computer simulations to examine the proposed method at various SNRs in noisy environments. Table 1 shows design conditions of an average speech spectrum and a weight function, Table 2 shows simulation conditions, and Fig. 4 shows a simulation environment. In this paper, we assume that the desired and noise DOAs were known. To evaluate the proposed method, computer simulations and evaluation experiments using moving noises or moving talkers may be required. However, moving noises and moving talkers have difficulty in keeping repeatability. Thus, in this computer simulation, noise sources have four positions, and a noise source is switched from noise source 1 to noise source 4 at 0.2 s intervals as shown in Fig. 4 . In other words, we simulate the conditions in which one noise source moves and one desired speech source does not. For the conventional method, we evaluated Griffith-Jim array, which is referred to as the conventional GJ, under the conditions of using only noisy speech without using the noise segments for adaptive filter. Adaptive training of the conventional GJ is IPA speaker-independent clean monophone model [11] achieved with the normalized least mean square (NLMS). In addition, an output signal of the proposed method is obtained by selecting minimum output signals from multiple-nulls-steering filters. Thus, to evaluate each output, we also evaluate outputs of each nulls-steering filter. Output signals of each steering filters are as follows: NSF-030 Output of null-steering filter for 30 degrees NSF-070 Output of null-steering filter for 70 degrees NSF-090 Output of null-steering filter for 90 degrees NSF-105 Output of null-steering filter for 105 degrees NSF-AN Output of null-steering filter for the omni-directional ambient noise Especially, in this simulation, results of the proposed method show the upper limit performance in the proposed method. In the proposed method, DOA estimation results are utilized to reduce the number of the nulls-steering filters. This is because the proposed method calculates the array output signal by minimizing filter output signals with constraint. Therefore, when various nulls-steering filters are designed in advance, we can obtain results similar to this simulation. However, when various nulls-steering filters are not sufficiently designed, the performance of the proposed method is degraded. Thus, we evaluate NSF-AN which forms nulls to omni-directions except the desired DOA. NSF-AN shows the lower limit performance in the proposed method because this is not affected by performance of DOA estimation.
Simulation Conditions

Evaluation Index
In this paper, we evaluated the noise reduction rate (NRR), the spectral distortion measure (SD), and the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR).
NRR is defined as follows:
where 2 i is variance of an input noise before noise reduction, and 2 o is variance of an output noise after noise reduction.
Distortion of an output speech after noise reduction is evaluated by the SD [5, 12] as follows:
ðlog 10 jSð!Þj À log 10 jS 0 ð!ÞjÞ
where N is the number of maximum samples, SD is a spectral distortion measure, Sð!Þ is a clean speech spectrum, and S 0 ð!Þ is speech spectrum after beamforming. ASR is evaluated by the word recognition rate (WRR) of speech recognition using an IPA speaker-independent clean monophone model and word dictionary. Julius [11] is used as a speech recognition engine. In a computer simulation, the WRR of observed speech without noise is 96%. Figure 5 shows directionality patterns of nulls-steering filters. Figures 5(a) through 5(e) are directionality patterns of nulls-steering filters for 35 degrees, 70 degrees, 90 degrees, 105 degrees, and the omni-directions, respectively. As a result of Fig. 5 , in forming nulls for the specific direction, noise reduction is not sufficient except at the specific direction. Figure 7(a) shows the conventional GJ was not able to perform sufficiently because it requires a long training time for adaptive training. Results is Figs. 7(b) through 7(e) show noise cannot be reduced sufficiently under the conditions in which a noise arrives from directions except the direction to form nulls. Figure 7 (f) shows noise cannot be reduced compared with the proposed method. Figure 7 (g) shows the proposed method was able to reduce noise sufficiently under these simulation conditions. Figure 8 shows the results of NRR on simulations. NRR omits the SNR axis because NRR performs the same way in each SNR environment. Figure 8 shows the proposed method was able to improve about 7 dB at NRR compared to the conventional GJ. Figure 9 shows a results of SD on simulations in each SNR environment. Figure 9 shows the proposed method tended to improve SD in lower SNR environments and was able to improve SD up to 2.5 dB compared with the conventional GJ. Also, the proposed method had higher SD than the conventional GJ in all SNR environments. Acoust. Sci. & Tech. 34, 2 (2013) Figure 10 shows WRR of each method on simulations at each SNR environment. Figure 10 shows the proposed method tended to improve WRR in lower SNR environments as in the case with NRR and was able to improve WRR up to 50% compared with the conventional GJ.
Directionality of Nulls-Steering Filters
Simulation Results
Accordingly, all simulation results confirmed the validity of the proposed method because the proposed method was able to improve NRR, SD, and WRR compared with the conventional GJ.
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
In evaluation experiments, we evaluated NRR, SD, and ASR the same way as in computer simulations.
Experimental Conditions
Experimental environments and experimental conditions, design conditions for average speech spectrum, and weight function are similar to simulation conditions in Fig. 4 , Table 1, and Table 2 . Also, most experimental conditions are the same as those in the computer simulation. However, room impulse response was measured by the time stretched pulse (TSP) method [13] . Room reverberation was T ½60 ¼ 0:7 s, and ambient noise level was L A ¼ 28 dB. In an evaluation experiment, the WRR of observed speech without noise was 88%.
Experimental Results
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show waveforms of clean and noisy observed speech in experiments for male talkers at SNR ¼ 0 dB, respectively. Figures 12(a) through 12(g) show waveforms of output signals to the observed signal shown in Fig. 11(b) . Figure 12 Figures 12(a) through 12(f) shows experimental results of waveforms that tend to be similar to those of computer simulations. Thus, from these waveforms, we confirmed that the proposed method was superior to the conventional GJ. Figure 13 shows the results of NRR in experiments. NRR omits SNR because it performs the same way in each SNR environment as in the case with simulations. Figure 13 shows the proposed method was able to improve about 7 dB at NRR compared with the conventional GJ as in the case with simulations. Figure 14 shows results of SD on experiments in each SNR environment. Figure 14 shows experimental results of waveforms tend to be similar to those of computer simulations and the proposed method was able to improve SD up to 2.5 dB compared with the conventional GJ as in the case with simulations. Thus, we confirmed that the proposed method was superior to the conventional GJ in terms of SD. Figure 15 shows WRR of each method in experiments at each SNR. Figure 15 shows experimental results of waveforms tend to be similar to those of computer simulations and the proposed method was able to improve WRR up to 25% at the condition of SNR ¼ 0 dB compared with the conventional GJ as in the case with simulations.
Accordingly, all experimental results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method because the proposed method was able to improve NRR, SD, and WRR compared with the conventional GJ.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the multiple nulls-steering beamformer based on positional information by talker and noise localization and their mobility predictions. We have confirmed the validity and effectiveness of the proposed method through computer simulations and evaluation experiments. 
